Classroom and Competition Robotics Kits

**Classroom and Competition Robotics Kits** are our latest turn-key offerings. These kits feature our newest and most popular products, a lower price and our new foundation robot, the VEX Clawbot.

Use the included **Autodesk-VEX Curriculum** to start teaching with VEX Robotics, from the basics of engineering, robotics and design all the way up to a semester-ending classroom competition.

If you’re fielding a competitive robotics team outside the classroom, these kits include the most popular items used to design and build VEX competition robots.

### Classroom and Competition Mechatronics Kit

$799.99 - P/N: 276-2800
2-6 students per kit

The Classroom and Competition Mechatronics Kit provides for a focus on mechanical functions and advanced mechanisms using our most popular mechanical and structural equipment.

- Clawbot Robot Kit (4 motors included)
- Autodesk-VEX Curriculum
- VEXnet System Bundle
- Additional 2-Wire Motor 393
- Robot Battery, Joystick Batteries and Chargers
- Mechatronics Add-On Kit (1 motor, 2 sensors included)
- Programming Add-On Kit (2 motors, 7 sensors included)

### Classroom and Competition Programming Kit

$799.99 - P/N: 276-2900
2-6 students per kit

The Classroom and Competition Programming Kit allows for a focus on computer science and autonomous programming by including advanced sensors.

- Clawbot Robot Kit (4 motors included)
- Autodesk-VEX Curriculum
- VEXnet System Bundle
- Additional 2-Wire Motor 393
- Robot Battery, Joystick Batteries and Chargers
- Mechatronics Add-On Kit (1 motor, 2 sensors included)
- Programming Add-On Kit (2 motors, 7 sensors included)

### Classroom and Competition Super Kit

$999.99 - P/N: 276-3000
2-6 students per kit

The Classroom and Competition Super Kit combines both the Mechatronics and Programming Add-On Kits for the ultimate robotics learning and building experience. Create mechanical functions and design advanced mechanisms with included mechanical components and use the included sensors to increase robot feedback and created advanced programs.

Think. Create. Build. Amaze. **VEX.**

[WWW.VEXROBOTICS.COM](http://WWW.VEXROBOTICS.COM)
Let the games begin.
Bring the magic of competitive robotics into your classroom with one purchase.

VEX robots are extremely engaging to begin with, but when a competitive component is added to a robotics program, the results can be astounding. Students become even more motivated, creative, focused and solution oriented. We’ve seen this time and time again when teachers utilize VEX’s co-curricular Classroom Competition, Swept Away.

Combine Swept Away with the Autodesk-VEX Curriculum included in all of our Classroom & Competition Robotics Kits, and you have a complete, semester-long STEM robotics program.

Swept Away Classroom Bundle
$4,999.99 - P/N: 278-3333
24-30 students per bundle

This discounted, turnkey “super bundle” allows you to implement a STEM program into your class in one easy step. It includes everything you need to build six robots and the Swept Away field and game object set - $300 in savings!

- (6) Classroom & Competition Mechatronics Kits
  - Clawbot Robot Kit (4 motors included)
  - Autodesk-VEX Curriculum
  - VEXnet System Bundle
  - Additional 2-Wire Motor 393
  - Robot Battery, Joystick Batteries and Chargers
  - Mechatronics Add-On Kit (1 motor, 2 sensors included)

- (1) Classroom Competition Field Kit
- (1) Swept Away Object Kit